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W
here preserved, house remains and their

inventories have always been an important

class of data for inferring various aspects

of past societies and formation processes of the

archaeological record. This claim especially holds for

the Late Neolithic and Early Copper Age contexts in

South-eastern Europe where collapsed dwellings were

conserved by fire.1 Houses were usually built using the

wattle and daub technique. When such houses are

exposed to fire and high temperatures, the mud from

the walls transforms into a bright red-orange daub.2

Due to the brick like properties of fired daub, Neolithic

houses are often very well preserved, since the walls

have usually collapsed inwards and formed a coherent

rubble which seals the inventory.3

The fact that houses were burned in almost every

discovered settlement resonated with migrationist

explanations of the Late Neolithic/Early Copper Age

transition in South-eastern Europe. According to these

theories, changes in material culture, subsistence, set-

tlement patterns and burial rites which occurred in the

Copper Age were a consequence of a large migration of

a new ethnic element – the Indo-European population

coming from the Black Sea steppes.4 In some versions
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of this hypothesis, colonisation was seen as a series of

aggressive raids resulting in conflagration and the de-

struction of entire Late Neolithic villages. The most

drastic and vivid account of this kind was proposed by

Gimbutas, which saw patriarchal and warlike Indo-

Europeans invading the peaceful and matriarchal po-

pulation of the Old Neolithic Europe.5 It should be

noted that migrationist explanations have remained

very popular among archaeologists of the traditional

culture-historical orientation.

In the seventies and eighties, alternative explana-

tions were offered both for Late Neolithic/Early Copper

Age transition and settlement conflagration. These new

views were advocated mainly by researchers from

Anglo-American academic circles, where the impact

of processual archaeology has been strong. In short,

culture change was conceived as an internal process,6

while house destruction was seen as a result of acci-

dental fires7 or internal conflict.8

The processual approach went hand in hand with

an advanced methodology and concern for formation

processes. As a result of experimental research, it was

soon realised that the observed intensity of house

burning is very difficult, if not impossible to replicate

experimentally without additional fuel and effort in

fire maintenance9, thus making the hypotheses of acci-

dental fires or fires started in conflicts very unlikely.

This prompted researchers to conclude that houses were

burned intentionally, although not as the collateral da-

mage of warfare, but as a deliberate symbolic, ritual

and social practice.10 The idea of intentional house

burning as an ideological and symbolic act was usually

framed in a postprocessual explanatory scheme. In this

perspective, deliberate house burning was one of the

elements which defined the social arena where various

kinds of relations (e.g., within and between households,

genders, and generations) were negotiated and con-

tested. This change of perspective has close parallels

in Americanist archaeology where old interpretations

of house burning due to practical reasons such as war-

fare or accident have been supplanted by interpretations

where house burning is seen as ritual behaviour and a

distinct mode of abandonment.11

Following this line of thought, Chapman proposed

that, in addition to the intentional destruction of the

building, a further symbolic statement was made by de-

positing a special assemblage (a “mortuary set”) into the

house.12 He argued that the quantity and diversity of

uncovered house inventories exceeded the normal range

of artefacts used in everyday household practices:

“Criterion (9): there are such large quantities of

objects, especially ceramics, in the burnt structure that

this exceeds the quantity of a normal household assem-

blage… The final criterion refers to the accumulation

of such large quantities of objects that this deposition

amounts to a group offering prior to deliberate destruc-

tion rather than a daily household assemblage.”13

This kind of behaviour would make sense in the

light of Chapman’s fragmentation and enchainment

theory.14 The central point of this theoretical perspec-

tive is that material culture plays a crucial role in medi-

ating and representing social relations in the Neolithic

and Copper Age of South-eastern Europe. Fragmenta-

tion and enchainment are key processes. By fragmenting

an object and giving its parts to other social actors (living

people or ancestors), a social link is established, an

enchainment. In enchainment, objects are more than

mere tokens of relationships, they are supposed to de-

fine and convey the very personhood of the individual

giving or receiving the object. In this way, the enchain-

ment process may suggest a different concept of person-

hood. Instead of the Western concept of an integral

individual, an alternative personhood is constructed

(fractal individual, dividual self) which is at the same

time individual and collective, “connected to other

people through the extension of artefacts”.15 In theory,

fragmentation, enchainment and dividual do not always

coincide16, but in Chapman’s theories regarding the

Neolithic and Copper Age of South-eastern Europe

they are usually tightly linked. According to Chapman,

the “structured deposition”17 of objects into the house

prior to its deliberate destruction may be understood as
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an enchainment (and fragmentation) working on two

levels: 1) individual objects which form inventories of

other households 2) fragments of objects whose other

parts would be kept outside the burnt house.18 In this

way, members of the community would create a link to a

deceased person – e.g. if the motive for the deliberate

house destruction is the death of a prominent member

of the community19 – or to ancestors in general, if the

house destruction is viewed as a structured deposition

of the house and its inventory to the ancestral world,

objectified by the accumulated strata of a settlement

mound.20

This paper investigates two related issues: 1)

Chapman’s hypothesis of the structured deposition of

pottery into the house 2) the variability of Vin~a cul-

ture household inventories. The first research task is to

explore whether there is reason to suspect that house

inventories are ordinary household assemblages or

whether they represent symbolic deposits, as Chapman

claims. The second research task is to attempt to interpret

the variation in size and structure of household inven-

tories in social terms. More concretely, this research

will address the following issues:

1. Is the quantity of material in house inventories

unusually large?

2. Is there a correspondence between the structure

of house assemblages and accumulated assemblages

from the cultural layers?

3. Is it possible to offer a meaningful social inter-

pretation based on patterns of inventory variability? 

Since pottery makes up the bulk of all Late Neolithic

house inventories, analysis will be focused on this class

of artefacts. This problem will be explored by using

data on house inventories from Vin~a culture sites. 

THEORETICAL BASIS

The issue of Late Neolithic house inventories can

be formulated in terms of Schiffer’s behavioural

archaeology.21 Schiffer makes an important distinction

between the systemic and archaeological context of an

artefact. Artefacts are in a systemic context when they

are participating in a behavioural system, e.g., a cook-

ing vessel is in its systemic context when someone is

preparing a meal in it, or when it is simply stored in a

kitchen waiting to be used for food preparation. Archa-

eological context refers to artefacts which interact only

with the environment of the archaeological record. Arte-

facts enter the archaeological record from the systemic

context by various processes of discard. Depending on

the mode of discard or abandonment, deposited artefacts

may belong to different categories of refuse. Two refuse

categories which are of crucial importance for the pur-

poses of this paper are de facto refuse and ritually de-

posited assemblage. De facto refuse consists of objects

which, although still usable or reusable, are left behind

when an activity area or structure is abandoned. Aritually

deposited assemblage is a collection of objects which

may or may not be associated in the systemic context,

but which are purposefully brought together and depo-

sited as a part of symbolic or ritual act. 

Although Schiffer’s concepts have been vigorously

debated and questioned, especially the validity of cul-
tural transforms22, the theoretical and methodological

framework of behavioural archaeology is adequate for

this particular research problem. Even Chapman and

Gaydarska,23 despite their strong post-processual orien-

tation, acknowledge that Schiffer’s concepts are of key

importance in studying the fragmentation and deposi-

tion of items in the Balkan Neolithic and Copper Age

contexts.

Therefore, it can be claimed that, regardless of the

general theoretical orientation and the side which one

might take in a Schiffer-Binford debate24, it should not

be problematic to assert that it is of great importance for

further social analysis to determine whether the inven-

tory of a house was actually a set of objects used in

everyday activities. This is because correlations between

inventory attributes and anthropological variables have

been established for living (systemic) inventories only.

It was demonstrated in several studies that attributes of

house inventories (e.g., quantity and diversity) are more

or less reliable correlates of anthropologically relevant

variables such as household size, household structure,

and household social and economical status.25 There-

fore, if these correlates are to be used for inferring the
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past, the validity of an inventory as a systemic variable

must first be established. In other words, inventory

attributes may be used as indicators of the aforemen-

tioned dynamic aspects only if the inventory itself rep-

resents de facto refuse. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 
AND DATA ON HOUSE INVENTORIES

The Vin~a culture is a Late Neolithic culture which

extends across the Central Balkans covering an area of

around 300 km² (Fig. 1) and encompassing Central

Serbia, Kosovo, southern parts of Vojvodina, Transyl-

vania, Oltenia, eastern parts of Bosnia and northern parts

of Macedonia.26 Extending across such a large area, it

is one of the most geographically dominant archaeolo-

gical phenomena in South-eastern Europe in the Late

Neolithic. The anthropological reality which stands

behind the apparent uniformity of material culture

across this vast area (characteristic black pottery and

clay figurines) is not yet understood, but it would be

erroneous to hastily equate this archaeological entity

with a single ethnic, political or linguistic unit.27 There-

fore, the safest way to proceed is to understand the

term culture as a technical label denoting an archaeo-

logical phenomenon. 

The Vin~a culture sites are usually permanent agri-

cultural settlements ranging in size from hamlets to

villages with relatively large population sizes.28 In

general, faunal and botanical evidence show that most

Vin~a communities subsisted on a mixed economy

typical for the temperate European climate29: agricul-

ture based on cereals30 animal husbandry dominated

by domestic animals such as cattle, pig, sheep and goats,

and accompanied, in a smaller or larger percentage, by
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Fig. 1. Approximate distribution of the Vin~a culture with sites relevant for this paper

Sl. 1. Okvirno prostirawe vin~anske kulture sa lokalitetima koji se pomiwu u tekstu
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wild species such as red deer, roe deer and wild pig.31

It should be emphasised that this is only a general state-

ment, especially where animal husbandry is concerned.

Individual faunal assemblages varied in structure bet-

ween sites and at sites such as Petnica and Opovo, wild

species dominated.32

One more thing needs to be made clear about termi-

nology. The Vin~a culture is traditionally labelled as a

Neolithic culture, but recent research has shown that

metallurgy was present from the very beginning of its

duration33, so, strictly speaking it is a Copper Age cul-

ture. However, this is not relevant for the issues explored

in this paper, so the traditional label will be kept for the

sake of consistency and compatibility with literature. 

Relative chronology was established on the basis

of pottery typology from the stratigraphic sequence of

the eponymous site at Vin~a–Belo Brdo near Belgrade,

Serbia. Two similar and compatible relative chronolo-

gical sequences (Table 1) were proposed by Gara{anin34

and Miloj~i}35, dividing the span of the Vin~a culture

into four major phases. Absolute dates for the Vin~a

culture and its phases were taken from Bori}’s 2009

paper36 and are reproduced in Table 1. In calendar years,

the Vin~a culture began in 5400/5300 BC and ended in

about 4650/4600 BC.37

Only sites with published data on house inventories

were included in the analysis. In total there are 7 sites

with basic information on house inventories: Banjica,

Divostin, Gomolava, Jakovo–Kormadin, Obre`–Bele-

tinci, Opovo, Predionica (Fig. 1). 

Banjica is located in the suburbs of Belgrade, near

Avala Mountain. An area of 750 m² has been investi-

gated in several campaigns (1955–1957; 1979; 1998).

Five building horizons were recorded.38 In total, 11

houses have been excavated and published so far.39

Chapman40 gave pottery counts for most of the houses,

however, there is no mention of these house inventories

in the original publication41 and these pots could not

be traced in the Banjica collection kept at the Belgrade

City Museum.42 For this reason, these inventories are

excluded from the analysis, because it is most probable

that Chapman erroneously attributed the pottery to

houses – a very likely error given the poor state of do-

cumentation and the fact that the original excavation

was carried out in the fifties. The only house with a

certain and published inventory from Banjica is House

2/79 which belongs to the latest phase of the settlement

– the Vin~a D phase.43 Only complete or restorable

vessels from the house were taken into account.

Divostin is located in Central Serbia and was exca-

vated by a joint American and Serbian archaeological

team.44 The total area of the site is estimated to be 15

hectares and an area of 2480 m² was excavated. There

31 Bla`i} 2011; Bökönyi 1988; Dimitrijevi} 2008; Greenfield

1986; Legge 1990; Orton, D. 2008; Russell 1993.
32 See Orton, D. 2008; 2010.
33 Bori} 2009; Radivojevi} et al. 2010.
34 Gara{anin 1951.
35 Miloj~i} 1949.
36 Bori} 2009.
37 Bori} 2009.
38 Todorovi} and Cermanovi} 1961; Tripkovi}, B. 2007.
39 Todorovi} 1981; Todorovi} and Cermanovi} 1961; Tripko-

vi}, B. 2007.
40 Chapman 1981.
41 Todorovi} and Cermanovi} 1961.
42 B. Tripkovi}, personal communication 2011.
43 Todorovi} 1981; Tripkovi}, B. 2007.
44 McPherron and Srejovi} 1988.

Phase (Miloj~i} 1949) Phase (Gara{anin 1979) Range (cal. BC) 

0025-0035/0045IsadruT-a~niVAa~niV

Vin~a B Vin~a Turdas II – Gradac 5200 - 5000 

Vin~a C Gradac – Vin~a-Plo~nik I 5000/4950 - 4850 

Vin~a D Vin~a-Plo~nik IIa, IIb 4850 – 4650/4600 

Table 1. The absolute and relative chronology of Vin~a culture (after Bori} 2009).

Tabela 1. Apsolutna i relativna hronologija vin~anske kulture (prema Bori} 2009)



were two Vin~a D horizons, Divostin IIa and Divostin

IIb, spanning, in total, 300–400 years.45 There were 17

houses from the Vin~a period. Only postholes are pre-

served from the Divostin IIa phase, while collapsed

house rubble with sealed inventories was found in the

Divostin IIb horizon. Houses 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18

were included in the present analysis since they were

completely excavated. House 12 was also completely

excavated but it was excluded from the analysis because

it was severely damaged.46

The results of archaeomagnetic analysis of the

house inventories suggest that the Divostin IIb houses

were all destroyed in a single accidental fire event.47

However, the results of archaeomagnetic analysis of

the burnt daub suggest that houses 14 and 16 burned at

different times.48

Gomolava is a tell site, situated on the left bank of

the Sava river. The total area of the Gomolava tell was

estimated49 to be 18400 m², of which 5000 m² (27.17%)

was excavated.50 There were three Vin~a culture hori-

zons: Gomolava Ia, Gomolava Iab, and Gomolava Ib,

spanning a period of circa 350 years, from around

5000 to 4650 ca. BC.51 A total of 31 houses were un-

covered at Gomolava. Only house remains from the

Gomolava Ib settlement were well preserved, due to

fire. In total, 24 houses were excavated in this horizon,

but only a single house (House 4) has so far been pub-

lished.52

Jakovo–Kormadin is a site located in Jakovo village,

in the vicinity of Belgrade. The site area is estimated to

be 4.5 hectares.53 There is a single Vin~a D horizon at this

site. 399 m² were excavated and two houses, destroyed

by fire, were uncovered – one completely (House 2)

and the other one only partially (House 1). The inven-

tory of the completely excavated House 2 was pub-

lished in detail.54

Obre` is a site located in Srem, 40 km west of

Belgrade. The total area of the site was estimated to be

18.2 hectares, while only 290 m² were excavated.55 The

45 Bori} 2009.
46 Bogdanovi} 1988.
47 McPherron and Christopher 1988, 478.
48 Bucha and McPherron 1988, 386.
49 van Zeist 2002.
50 Brukner 1988.
51 Bori} 2009.
52 Petrovi} 1992; 1993.
53 Risti}-Opa~i} 2005.
54 Jovanovi} and Gli{i} 1961.
55 Brukner 1962.
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Fig. 2. Typical forms of functional classes of Vin~a pottery.

Sl. 2. Tipi~ni oblici funkcionalnih klasa vin~anske keramike



Vin~a culture horizon is dated to the Vin~a D phase. A

single house was excavated and published. However,

the pottery inventory of the house was not published in

detail – only the total vessel count was given. 

Opovo is a site located in the Serbian part of

Banat, 20 km north of the small town of Pan~evo. The

area of the site is estimated to be 5 hectares, and an

area of 380 m² was excavated in great detail by the

joint American and Serbian team.56 The site is dated to

the Vin~a C phase. The contents of 3 out of 6 houses

have so far been published.57

Predionica is a site located in the vicinity of Pri{tina.

There were two Vin~a culture horizons: 1) earlier, dated

to the Vin~a B phase 2) later, dated to the Vin~a C phase.

The inventory of House 1 from the later phase of Predi-

onica was published.58 Most of the house area was ex-

cavated, so this house was also included in the sample.

Pottery from house floors is the most numerous

artefact class found in houses (usually over 90% of all

items). It is also the only data class which has been

published completely and in sufficient detail. For these

reasons the analysis will focus on pottery as the major

inventory component. 

Vessels from houses are usually complete or can

be reconstructed from fragments. They usually have

traces of secondary burning (intense red colour) – a

consequence of the fire that consumed the houses. Pot-

tery from house contexts is classified into three major

functional classes – storage, cooking and serving/con-

sumption vessels. The classificatory scheme develo-

ped by Madas59 for vessels from Divostin was used as

a basis for classification for other sites, as well. Madas

recognised four major functional classes: dry storage,

liquid storage, cooking and serving vessels. For the pur-

poses of this paper, the dry storage and liquid storage

categories were collapsed into a single category of

storage vessels. 

The most typical forms of functional classes are

presented in Figure 2. Storage vessels are usually rep-

resented by large pithoi, jars (dry storage) or amphorae

(liquid storage); cooking vessels by pots and casseroles;

serving/consumption vessels by bowls and plates. It is

acknowledged that equating function and form is often

problematic.60 However, the forms of different classes,

as defined here, differ so sharply, so it can be safely

assumed that there is, at least, a general correspondence

between function and form – e.g., it is not likely that a

half meter tall pithos had been used as a serving or con-

sumption vessel. Data on house inventories are pre-

sented in Tables 2–3.

GENERAL METHODOLOGY

According to Chapman, house inventories from

many Late Neolithic contexts in the Balkans were too

large, which prompted him to conclude that these

inventories were not representative of everyday or sys-

temic assemblages. In other words, these assemblages

were unusual, in Chapman’s opinion. However, if

something is to be labelled as unusual, there has to be

some standard against which the comparison is made –

a frame of reference. Chapman does not mention any

referential frame, so it can be assumed that it is only

the sheer size of certain house assemblages which led

him to conclude that they were unusual. Are there any

other reasons to think that Vin~a house assemblages

are not reflections of systemic assemblages? 

It is parsimonious to start with a null hypothesis

that assemblages are de facto refuse. The next step will

be to compare these assemblages to an ethnographically

known range of variation. The goal is to determine

whether the average size of available assemblages from

Vin~a houses falls within the ethnographically known

range of variation. Cross-cultural data on average pot-

tery assemblage size were collated from Mills61 and

Varien and Mills.62

If the average Vin~a culture household assemblage

size falls within the known range of variation, this means

that, from the perspective of that particular referential

frame, there is no case to answer. To avoid confusion,

this still does not prove that these are systemic assem-

blages. It only shows that there is nothing unusual

about them in the perspective of this particular refe-

rential frame. If, on the other hand, the archaeological

assemblages fall outside the ethnographically known

range of variation, then it can be said that they are,

indeed, unusual but this still does not prove that they

are not systemic assemblages. So, by performing this

kind of analysis, what is tested is only the claim that

there is something unusual about Vin~a house assem-

blages. The more relevant test of the null hypothesis

comes in the second step, which answers the second

56 Tringham et al. 1992; Tringham et al. 1985.
57 Tringham et al. 1992.
58 Gli{i} 1964.
59 Madas 1988.
60 Rice 2005, 211–212.
61 Mills 1989.
62 Varien and Mills 1997.
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Table 2: The structure of pottery assemblages from Vin~a houses included in this study
a Vessel counts for Divostin were made by the author directly from the maps published in the Divostin monograph (McPherron & Srejovi}
1988) – only vessels which were strictly inside houses were included (vessels which appear to be inside postholes or beneath the line of the
wall, were excluded), and these counts may differ slightly from counts given in McPherron and Srejovi} (1988) and Tripkovi} (2009a).
b House floor areas for Divostin were calculated based on house dimensions as measured and reported by Tripkovi} (2009a).

Tabela 2. Struktura kerami~kih zbirki iz vin~anskih ku}a koje su ukqu~ene u ovu studiju

House Variables Cooking Dry Storage Liquid Storage Serving/Consumption Total 

2 N (fragments) 144 44 25 161 374 

 m(g) 7166.67 3666.67 3666.67 3666.67 18166.67 

3 N (fragments) 161 50 22 203 436 

 m(g) 7000 2333.33 1000 4000 14333.33 

5 N (fragments) 81 150.00 56.00 83 370 

 (g) 10000 14000 8333.33 4000.00 36333.33 

Table 3. House inventories from Opovo (after Tringham, et al. 1992, 376, Figure 11); 
Vin~a C phase (Tringham, et al. 1992; Tringham, et al. 1985)

Tabela 3. Ku}ni inventari iz Opova (prema Tringham, et al. 1992, 376, Figure 11); 
Vin~a C faza (Tringham, et al. 1992; Tringham, et al. 1985)
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question about the correspondence of house inventories

with cultural layer assemblages.

The second question can be elaborated along these

lines: if discovered house inventories were de facto re-

fuse or systemic inventories, then it should be expected

that the structure of pottery assemblage from the cul-

tural layer (accumulated assemblage) would correspond

to the structure of house assemblage when differential

use-life of different pottery classes is accounted for.

The relationship between systemic assemblages

and accumulated assemblages is the focus of accumu-

lation studies.63 The idea is to use Schiffer’s discard

equation64 to project the structure of accumulated assem-

blages from the structure of house assemblages. The

projected structure of the accumulated assemblage is

then compared to the observed (empirical) structure of

pottery assemblage from the cultural layer. 

The third research question is related to the varia-

tion of household inventory size and house floor area.

The first step is to look for patterns in the relationship

between pottery assemblage size and house floor area.

The second step is to see whether these patterns can be

meaningfully interpreted in social terms. 

VIN^A ASSEMBLAGE SIZE COMPARED TO
CROSS-CULTURAL RANGE OF VARIATION

The box-plot in Figure 3 shows: 1) the distribution

of average household pottery assemblage sizes from

the available cross-cultural data 2) the distribution of

individual household assemblage sizes based on archa-

eological data presented in Table 2. The cross-cultural

mean is 25.35 vessels per household and the standard

deviation is 26.72. The average size of Vin~a culture

house assemblages is 27.54 vessels, and the standard

deviation is 10.7. It is apparent from Figure 3 that the

average size of Vin~a household assemblages is well

within the cross-cultural range of variation of mean

household assemblage sizes. Moreover, it belongs to a

group with smaller assemblage sizes – there are many

societies where the mean number of pots per house-

hold is much larger than the largest individual Vin~a

assemblage. 

Obviously, the quantity of Vin~a household pottery

assemblages should be viewed as neither unusual nor

demanding any special explanation in the light of ethno-

graphically recorded variation. Even when assemblages

from individual houses are inspected, extreme outliers

cannot be found – no individual assemblage contains

more than 50 vessels (Table 2, Fig. 3). There are even

opposite cases in Vin~a culture archaeology – houses

with unusually small assemblages, such as the house

from Medvednjak where only 3 vessels were found in

the house.65

ACCUMULATION ANALYSIS

The Vin~a culture accumulated assemblages come

mostly from cultural layers and pits. Cultural layers are

artefact and ecofact rich deposits within which house
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Fig. 3. Box plot of ethnographically recorded range 
of variation in average household assemblage size 
(data from Mills 1989; Varien & Mills 1997) 
and archaeologically recorded distribution 
of individual Vin~a culture house assemblage sizes 
(data from Table 2)

Sl. 3. Kutijasti dijagram 
etnografski zabele`enog raspona varijacije 
prose~nih veli~ina ku}nog inventara 
(podaci iz Mills 1989; Varien and Mills 1997)
i arheolo{ki zabele`ene distribucije veli~ine 
inventara pojedina~nih ku}a vin~anske kulture 
(podaci iz Tabele 2)

63 Lightfoot 1993; Mills 1989; Pauketat 1989; Schiffer 1976;

Schiffer 1987; Varien and Mills 1997; Varien and Potter 1997.
64 Schiffer 1976; 1987.
65 Galovi} 1975.
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features are inserted and subsurface features are cut,

and they are a common feature of Late Neolithic settle-

ments.66 Thinking about the accumulated assemblages

coming from pits or undefined cultural layers, brings

into focus the theoretical issue of cultural and practical

logic.67 Are accumulated assemblages from Vin~a sites

the products of cultural or practical reason? Chapman

views assemblages coming from pits as meaningful

and yet another example of structured deposition68– an

idea which seems to be supported by empirical evidence

in some cases.69 Moreover, Chapman’s explanation of

cultural layer assemblages is given in terms of cultural

logic. As Chapman describes it, the typical Balkan

Late Neolithic and Copper Age village or farm was:

“… another kind of ambience in which a walk

around a settlement involved avoiding the larger, if not

sharper, materials lying on the ground and was domi-

nated by the smells of decomposing human faeces,

vegetal and animal matter … The basic image of NCA

settlements is of people living on top of, or within, what

most twentieth century archaeologists would call a

‘refuse tip’. The implication of this striking picture is

that of the proximity of residents to their discarded

objects and food remains rather than strict segregation

of ‘refuse’ into ‘rubbish’ pits.”70

According to this interpretation, people in Late Neo-

lithic villages were guided by their traditional ethos of

keeping household possessions close to the house, rather

than the twentieth century rules of rubbish disposal. 

Chapman’s interpretation may or may not be true,

but it demonstrates one very important thing: this kind

of refuse disposal is not practical but purely cultural

only if we look at it from our own cultural context.71

From the perspective of people living in the Late Neo-

lithic villages, such behaviour was guided by practical

reasons as well because it served as a means to achieve

two goals: to dispose of broken items and to affirm the

household ideology. Therefore, in the context of the

present paper, the issue of whether accumulated

assemblages resulted from behaviour guided by prac-

tical or cultural reasons is not relevant because what-

ever the idea behind the specific pattern of pottery dis-

card was, whether it was guided only by the need to

throw away used items or there was an additional ide-

ological and symbolic statement involved, the end result

is the same when the process of pottery accumulation

is being considered. Accumulated assemblages from

Vin~a sites come from various places within sites and

potential biases in relation to discard practices were

almost certainly averaged out over the long term during

which the accumulation took place (usually more than

100 years).

In order to link the household assemblages to accu-

mulated assemblages, Schiffer’s discard equation is

used. The discard equation has the following form:72

T = (S * t) / L

where T is the total number of discarded vessels of a

certain functional class in the accumulated assemblage;

S is the systemic number – the average number of ves-

sels of that particular class in use; t is the duration of a

site; L is the average use-life of an artefact class under

consideration. 

One needs to know the values of these variables in

order to project T. However, if the goal is to project a

structure of the accumulated assemblage in terms of

relative frequencies of artefact classes, then one only

needs to know the average use-life of each class, since

the relative frequencies of classes in the accumulated

assemblage will remain constant through time73, and

the relative frequencies of S for each class can be de-

termined from the available house inventories. So the

only thing which is needed is the use-life value for each

functional class. These values can be estimated from

ethnoarchaeological research. 

The second problem is that in almost all cases only

sherd counts were given for the cultural layer. There-

fore, the projected assemblage structure needs to be

expressed in sherds, not in complete vessels, in order

to be comparable to assemblages from cultural layers

and pits. The problem is that different classes break

into different numbers of sherds. In the absence of

experimental and empirical data, fragmentation rates

will have to be estimated (except for Opovo where house

inventories are already given as sherd counts). What is

known is that larger vessels usually break into more

fragments.74 The estimate has to be consistent with this
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66 Chapman 2000c.
67 Hutson and Stanton 2007; Walker 2002.
68 Chapman 2000b.
69 Tripkovi}, A. 2011; Tripkovi}, B. et al. 2011
70 Chapman 2000c, 356.
71 See Hutson and Stanton 2007 for an excellent discussion of

this issue.
72 Schiffer 1976; 1987.
73 Mills 1989.
74 Chase 1985.
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finding, so storage vessels should break into more sherds

than cooking vessels, and cooking vessels should break

into more sherds than serving/consumption vessels. 

To summarise, the accumulation analysis will con-

sist of several steps:

1. Estimation of average use-life values for each

functional class on the basis of ethnoarchaeological

research.

2. Estimation of relative fragmentation rates for

functional classes.

3. Projecting the accumulated assemblage and

assessing the fit.

Estimating average use-life
Varien and Mills reviewed the ethnoarchaeological

literature on average use-lives of pottery functional

classes and they reported the median values for different

functional classes.75 The median use-life for dry stor-

age containers is 7.5 years; 5 years for liquid storage;

1.7 years for cooking vessels; and 1.2 years for serving/

consumption vessels. For the purposes of this paper, dry

and liquid storage categories were grouped into a single

category, and it was decided to set the average use-life

for the dry and liquid storage category at 7 years. Cross-

cultural medians of 1.7 and 1.2 years are used for cook-

ing and serving/consumption vessels, respectively.

Estimating relative fragmentation rates
It can be shown that if one can make reasonable

estimates of the average fragment mass, average frag-

ment thickness and average vessel surface area for each

functional class, the average number of fragments per

vessel may be roughly estimated. 

The average fragment masses for each functional

class were calculated using available data from litera-

ture76 and from my own research. The average fragment

thickness and mass for each vessel class was calculated

from a small Vin~a D pottery assemblage from the Vin~a

–Belo Brdo site.77 The values of parameters are given

in Table 4.

If the simplification is made that the shape of a

fragment may be approximated by a thin cuboid, the

average fragment mass (mfr) for each functional class

may be expressed as:

mfr = tfr * pfr * d (Equation 1)

where tfr is the average fragment thickness, pfr is the

area of the larger face of the fragment (approximated

by a cuboid) and d is the specific density of ceramic

material. 

Average surface areas for each vessel class were cal-

culated using data from Divostin. Several representative

vessel shapes (coming from complete or reconstructed

vessels) were chosen for each class and their surface

areas were calculated on the basis of profile drawings

given in the Divostin monograph.78 The calculation

proceeds in the following manner: 1) coordinates of

several points (5–13) from the vessel profile drawing

are taken 2) when the lines connecting each two points

on a profile are rotated around the axis of the vessel,

the vessel shape may be approximated by a series of

cone segments 3) the lateral surface area of each cone

segment is calculated 4) the total lateral surface area of
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75 Varien and Mills 1997.
76 Tringham et al. 1992.
77 Recorded by the author, see Por~i} 2010.
78 Madas 1988.

Table 4: Values of parameters needed for fragmentation ratio estimation
Surface areas of average vessels are calculated from pottery drawings given by Madas (1988), while fragment attributes were calculated
from Opovo data (Tringham, et al. 1992) and a pottery assemblage from Vin~a D horizon of the Vin~a–Belo Brdo site (recorded by the author)

Tabela 4. Parametri potrebni za ocewivawe koli~nika fragmentacije
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the vessel is calculated by summing the individual seg-

ments 5) the vessel bottom surface area is calculated as

an area of a circle 6) the vessel’s total surface area is

derived by summing the total lateral surface area and

the bottom surface area.

The surface area of each individual cone segment

is calculated using this formula79:

(Equation 2)

Variable x refers to the values of profile points

along the vertical dimension of the vessel (height),

while variable y refers to the distance of a profile point

from the vertical axis of the vessel. Parameters ai and

bi are the intercept and the slope of the lines connect-

ing each two adjacent points along the vessel profile. 

The procedure for the calculation of surface area

will be demonstrated with the example of the vessel

profile in Figure 4. The coordinates of 8 points were

taken along the vessel profile. The axes in Figure 4 are

inverted – the x axis is vertical, and the y axis is hori-

zontal. Each two points are connected with straight

lines thus creating the polygon approximation of the

original vessel profile. The lateral surface area of the

vessel is divided into 7 segments. Equation 2 gives the

lateral surface area of each segment. For example, the

surface area of Segment 2 is calculated by substituting

the coordinates into the formula. There are two addi-

tional parameters in the formula which are needed to

calculate the surface area of Segment 2: the intercept

(a) and the slope of the line (b) connecting the point with

coordinates x2, y2 (400, 186.67) and the point with

coordinates x3, y3 (333.33, 213.33). The slope of the

line connecting two points is given by the following

formula: b = (y3 – y2) / (x3 – x4) = (213.33 – 186.67) /

(333.33 – 400) = – 0.4. The intercept of the line is cal-

culated in this way: a = y3 – b * x3 = 213.33 – (–0.4)

* 333.33 = 346.66. When these values are substituted

into Equation 2 the surface area of Segment 2 can be

calculated:

The surface areas of the remaining segments are

calculated in a similar fashion and summed to get the

total lateral surface area of the vessel. The total surface

area of the vessel is calculated by summing the total

lateral surface area and the surface area of the bottom

of the vessel (the area of a circle with the radius equal

to the radius of the bottom of the vessel).

The surface area of a vessel (Pv) can also be approxi-

mated in terms of individual fragments:

Pv  N * pfr 

where N is the average number of fragments per vessel.

From Equation 1 it follows that pfr = mfr / (tfr * d). 

Therefore: 

Pv  N * mfr / (tfr * d)
N  (Pv * tfr * d) / mfr 

Since the goal of projecting is to calculate the rel-

ative frequencies of classes in an accumulated assem-

blage, the only parameter that needs to be known is the

fragmentation ratio:

N2 / N1 = (Pv2 * tfr2 * mfr1) / (Pv1 * tfr1 * mfr2) 

Note that d (specific density of ceramic material) cancels

out of the equation when the ratio is calculated. 
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Fig. 4. A worked example of Equation 2 
– calculating the lateral surface area of a vessel.

Sl. 4. Primer kori{}ewa jedna~ine 2 
– ra~unawe povr{ine posude
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For convenience, the serving/consumption class

will be set as the reference class. Two ratios are then

calculated – “cooking : serving/consumption” and

“storage : serving/consumption” fragmentation ratio.

The resulting ratios are 1.53 and 3.79 for “cooking :

serving/consumption” and “storage : serving/consump-

tion” ratio, respectively.

Assessing the fit
A direct comparison between the empirical and

projected assemblages is possible only in the case of

Opovo where descriptive, statistical and typological ana-

lysis of the pottery from the cultural layer is available.80

In all other cases the comparison will have to be made

indirectly by comparing projected assemblages with

empirical assemblages from different sites. This is a

reasonable compromise because the structures of accu-

mulated assemblages are relatively stable across dif-

ferent sites (Table 5) – roughly 50–70% serving/con-

sumption vessels (bowls, plates, cups), 20–30% cooking

vessels (pots, jars, casseroles), 5–20% storage vessels

(amphorae and pithoi). The rank order of vessel class

proportions is, in most cases, the same – serving/con-

sumption vessels are most numerous, cooking vessels

are ranked second, and the storage vessels are the least

numerous in most of the observed accumulated assem-

blages.

If the projected and empirical structures match,

then there is no reason to doubt that house inventories

are de facto refuse. For reasons explained below, pre-

cise matching criteria cannot be defined. Only a general

criterion can be defined to distinguish between the match

and mismatch between the observed and projected

assemblages: we can say that the projected assemblage

generally matches the observed assemblage if the rank-

ing of proportions of functional vessel classes is the

same as in most empirically observed accumulated

assemblages. For example, the projected and observed

accumulated assemblages will be considered to match

if the projected assemblage displays such structure that

serving vessels are the most numerous, followed by

cooking and storage vessels, respectively.

If the assemblages do not match, then there are

three possible explanations: 1) house inventories are

not systemic inventories 2) the assumptions are wrong

3) house samples are not representative. Statistical tests

are not used here for two reasons: 1) this is mainly

exploratory research 2) data quality is very poor so it

would be inappropriate to simulate precision and rigor

by using formal tests where conditions for their appli-

cation are not met. For example, it would be inappro-

priate to statistically test for the fit between the pro-

jected assemblage and observed assemblages given that

the classification of vessels and potsherds into classes

is not strictly the same between sites and researches.

The data on empirically observed accumulated assem-

blages from Table 5 are collated from various sources

and authors working with classificatory schemata,

which are only comparable in general. Most of them

are almost certainly biased (usually the proportion of

bowls is inflated given the high rate of identification of

this vessel class), as a result of the fact that protocols

for estimating the relative frequencies of classes, using

cumulative rim proportions or recording potsherd

weight,81 are rarely, if ever, used in the primary analy-

sis of pottery from Vin~a culture sites. The data sets are

comparable in general, but this general correspondence

is not sufficient to warrant the use of statistical techni-

ques which require strictly comparable units. Even in

the case of Opovo, where data on household and cultu-

ral layer assemblage is present, it would be erroneous to

use the chi squared test because the observed accumu-

lated assemblage should not be expected to match the

projected assemblages exactly, even if the household

assemblages from excavated houses were systemic. This

is because the excavated assemblage from the cultural

layer almost certainly contains a fraction of pottery,

which was accumulated from other houses and other

parts of the site, not to mention the fact that the potsherd

counts are slightly biased for different vessel classes

given their differential potential for identification. For

example, bowl fragments usually have preserved diag-

nostic parts such as rims and complete profiles due to

their relatively low height-to-width ratio, which makes

them more likely to be identified in spite of their small

fragment size. The general implication is that there is

an amount of error built into the observed assemblage

in relation to the projected assemblage, which, a priori,
makes an exact match unlikely. Standard interpretation

of the statistical significance would be misleading in

such a situation. Therefore, the degree of (mis)match

between empirical and projected assemblages should

only be used in a qualitative manner as a measure of

our suspicion that household assemblages are not de
facto refuse. 
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Table 5. Accumulated assemblage structures from Vin~a culture sites

Tabela 5. Strukture akumuliranih zbirki (zbirki iz sloja) sa vin~anskih lokaliteta
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Results of accumulation analysis
The projected accumulated assemblages for sites

included in this study are shown in Table 6. Opovo is

the only site where projected and empirical assemblages

can be compared directly (Fig. 5). There is a general

match in projected and observed accumulation struc-

ture in the cases of Divostin, Opovo and Predionica.

This means that the ordering of relative frequencies of

functional classes is consistent with the ordering obser-

ved in other Vin~a accumulated assemblages (Table 5),

or with the actual accumulated assemblage in the case of

Opovo. Projected assemblages from Banjica, Gomolava

and Jakovo–Kormadin do not match, not even in general,

with the structure of other Vin~a assemblages. 

The results of the accumulation analysis are not as

clear cut. Some projected assemblages conform to the

observed ones, and some do not. It is important to note

that all of the projections which do not match the

empirical structure are based on single house assem-

blages. Unlike them, two out of the three projected

assemblages which generally do match the observed

ones are based on six (Divostin) and three (Opovo)

house assemblages, which makes these projections

more representative and reliable. Obvious exceptions

are assemblages from Jakovo and Gomolava, and, to a

lesser extent, Banjica. Simple projections based on

house assemblages from Gomolava and Jakovo do not

produce anything that resembles the empirically

recorded accumulation assemblage structures. There

may be several explanations for the assemblages from

Jakovo and Gomolava:

1. They come from single houses, so they still may

be systemic assemblages, but not representative of an

entire settlement. It should be kept in mind that accu-

mulated assemblages reflect the inventories from all of

the households in the settlement – differences in assem-

blage structures between individual households are aver-

aged out in the accumulation assemblage. Therefore, it

can be expected that the individual household will pro-

duce an accumulation assemblage similar in structure to

the accumulation assemblage of the entire settlement,

only if that particular house inventory is sufficiently simi-

lar to the average house inventory for that settlement. 

2. The inventories of Jakovo and Gomolava are,

indeed, systemic; they are representative of the entire

settlement, although this cannot be confirmed since the

descriptive statistics of the accumulated assemblages

are not available for these particular sites.

3. Inventories are not systemic assemblages. They

are ritually deposited assemblages.

4. House inventories are not complete systemic

assemblages. They are de facto refuse, but the light

objects such as bowls were curated82 – taken away

from the house before abandonment. 

It is not possible at this moment to tell which of these

explanations is more probable. Therefore, no unequivo-

cal conclusion can be made regarding these particular

sites where structured deposition is concerned.

82 Sensu Binford 1979.
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Site Cooking Serving Storage 

Banjica 45.74 37.06 17.20 

Gomolava 59.38 36.65 3.97 

Divostin 30.83 49.77 19.40 

Jakovo 77.64 11.98 10.38 

Predionica 18.91 58.35 22.75 
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Table 6. Projected accumulated assemblages (simple projection)
Fig. 5. Opovo – projected and observed assemblages

Tabela 6. Projektovane strukture akumuliranih zbirki (prosta projekcija)
Sl. 5. Opovo – projektovane i empirijski zabele`ene strukture zbirki iz sloja
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PATTERNS OF ASSEMBLAGE SIZE 
AND HOUSE FLOOR AREA VARIATION 
– THE HOUSEHOLD ARCHAEOLOGY 
OF VIN^A CULTURE HOUSES

Is there any other available frame of reference which

would enable the archaeologist to identify unusual

assemblages? This paper focused only on the external

criteria – external in the sense that house inventory

attributes were compared against attributes measured

in domains external to the houses themselves (ethno-

graphic records and accumulated assemblage). How-

ever, it is possible to use an internal criterion which

would enable the archaeologist to recognise unusual

assemblages in relative terms – relative to other

assemblages. One such criterion would be the ratio of

total vessel count to house floor area. Figure 6 shows

the scatter-plot with total vessel count and house floor

area. It is apparent that there are extreme outliers such

as houses from Obre` and Banjica, and somewhat less

pronounced outliers such as the house from Jakovo

and house 17 from Divostin. Obre`, Banjica, and, to a

lesser extent, Jakovo, are outliers because their pottery

inventories are too large for their house floor areas.

They are too large only in relative terms because such

a claim would not be possible if there were no houses

from Divostin with nearly equal pottery assemblage

sizes (houses 13 and 14) and much higher house floor

areas, and if there were no houses with almost equal

house floor area and smaller assemblage sizes (Gomo-

lava, Predionica, Divostin 18, Divostin 16). 

Does this finally offer any evidence which might

support the structured deposition of pottery vessels in

Banjica, Obre` and Jakovo? It might, if one were will-

ing to accept the assumption that all Vin~a culture sites

should have equal average household assemblage

sizes and that they should have an equal vessel count

to house floor area ratio. Such an assumption would be

very close to the traditional culture-historical essen-

tialism, which equates archaeological phenomena with

ethnographic phenomena. However, this assumption is

probably not true given the large territory of Vin~a cul-

ture and given the great differences between various

Vin~a sites in household size83, subsistence84 and per-

haps, but less likely, marital residence patterns. 85 But

even if this assumption of cultural uniformity was true,

the conclusion that some houses are unusual because

they do not conform to the pattern (constant assemblage

size to house floor area ratio) or because they differ in

assemblage size from other houses, does not necessarily

follow. Ethnoarchaeological studies have shown that

pottery assemblage sizes may differ greatly between,

and within, villages belonging to the same culture and

society in the ethnographic sense.86 Ethnoarchaeology

also shows that the correlation between total assemblage

size and household size (reflected in house floor area)

may not always be present for a variety of reasons.87

If there is no reason to reject the null hypothesis

that the majority of Vin~a house inventories are more

or less faithful reflections of systemic inventories, then

their properties may be used as correlates of anthropo-

logical phenomena of interest (e.g., household size,

wealth, status). The archaeological study of the vari-

ability of house inventories might lead to socially rele-

vant information.88 Given the lack of large scale exca-

vations, the full potential of household archaeology

cannot be fully exploited at most Vin~a sites. However,

modest steps in this direction have been made for the site

of Divostin.89 An attempt will be made to interpret the

83 Por~i} 2010; Tripkovi}, B. 2009a.
84 Orton, D. 2008.
85 Por~i} 2011b.
86 Arnold 1988; Arthur 2006; 2009.
87 Arnold 1988; Deal 1998.
88 e.g., Shelach 2006.
89 Por~i} 2010; Tripkovi}, B. 2009a; 2009b.
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Fig. 6. Scatterplot of pottery assemblage size 
and house floor area of Vin~a culture houses

Sl. 6. Grafikon koji predstavqa veli~inu 
kerami~kog inventara vin~anskih ku}a 
u odnosu na wihovu povr{inu
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variability in pottery inventories from Divostin houses.

The reader should bear in mind that these are only tenta-

tive interpretations since the data limitations resulting

from the poor state of research are considerable. 

In Divostin, the correlation between pottery assem-

blage size and house floor area is relatively high and

marginally significant (r = 0.712, one-tailed p = 0.053,

see Fig. 6). What are the social implications of this cor-

relation? Ethnoarchaeology shows that the correlation

between total assemblage size and household size

(reflected in house floor area) usually ranges from

0.3–0.590, but may not always be present for various

reasons.91 Moreover, two studies show that the num-

ber of serving vessels may be the most reliable indicator

of household size, even when the correlation between

household size and the total pottery count is not sig-

nificant.92 Correlation between the number of serving

vessels and house floor area in Divostin is moderate,

but not significant at the 0.05 level (r = 0.547, one-

tailed p = 0.131), which is not surprising, given the low

sample size. Can this convergence of two independent

household size indicators such as house floor area and

pottery assemblage size be used to derive a socially

meaningful interpretation? The answer is positive, but

the reasons for such an answer are not simple, since the

relationship between house floor area and inventory on

one side, and socio-economic variables on the other, is

rather complex.93

First of all, house floor area is a correlate of house-

hold size on the settlement level, not on the individual

household level – average house floor area is an indi-

cator of average household size94, but individual house

floor area is usually not an indicator of individual

household size.95 This is because the size of an indi-

vidual household is not a constant – it is a variable

which changes during the household life cycle (new

members are born, some members die, some leave the

house etc.). However, there are situations where dif-

ferences in house floor area between groups of houses

within a settlement might be interpreted as differences

in household sizes. If variability in individual house-

hold sizes within a settlement is sufficiently large, this

would be reflected in the house floor area. Likewise, if

the architecture tracks the household size more closely

– e.g., a new space is built and added to the existing

house to accommodate new members – house floor area

can be used as an indicator of individual household

sizes. B. Tripkovi} makes a good case for household

continuities in Divostin, particularly for houses 13, 14,

and 15.96 In his opinion, these three houses were

expanded by building additional rooms. Tripkovi}

analysed features such as ovens, furniture (fixed clay

containers and banks) and floor plaster layers, and

concluded that the structure of the house was modular,

leading to a hypothesis that each room might have

housed a single nuclear family within a larger house-

hold unit residing in the house. He also noted that the

reason for house expansion might have been the higher

production level of these households. From this per-

spective, differences in pottery assemblage sizes

between houses might be interpreted as differences in

household sizes.

What are the social implications of these differen-

ces? Returning to the issue of correlates, ethnoarchae-

ological research shows that the quantity of pottery

may correlate with the social status of the household.97

Correlation between the quantity of pots and social

status may be explained by the fact that higher social

status often entails the organisation of social food con-

sumption events, such as feasts. Serving and consum-

ption vessels are particularly important in such con-

texts.98 The observed pattern is additionally reinforced

by the fact that a copper bracelet was found in House

14.99 The social significance of copper items in Vin~a

culture contexts is not fully understood100, but the pre-

sence of a copper bracelet and copper pearls as grave

goods in the Late Vin~a culture graves in Gomolava,

where only males of differing ages from a single patri-

line were interred101, may suggest that copper items

were important status markers.102

This suggests that variation in assemblage sizes

may be related to both household size and social sta-

tus. This is not a surprising find. On the contrary, in

light of what is known from the domain of theories of

90 Arnold 1988; Arthur 2009; Hildebrand and Hagstrum

1999b; Nelson 1981.
91 Arnold 1988; Deal 1998.
92 Arthur 2009; Hildebrand and Hagstrum 1999a.
93 Hayden and Cannon 1982; Wilk 1982.
94 Brown 1987, Por~i} 2012.
95 e.g.Wilk 1982.
96 Tripkovi}, B. 2009b.
97 Deal 1998, 102.
98 Blitz 1993; Costin and Earle 1989; Nelson 1981; Potter 2000;

Smith 1987.
99 Bori} 2009; McPherron and Srejovi} 1988.
100 Greenfield 1999; Orton, D. 2008, 268.
101 Stefanovi} 2008.
102 Bori} 1996.
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peasant economy and the domestic mode of produc-

tion,103 it makes good sense. Differences in production

levels between households may arise as a result of

chance fluctuations in individual household demogra-

phy through time104, but the true question is how are

these temporary and ephemeral advantages and disad-

vantages translated into more permanent status differ-

ences. One possible way of solving the problem of sto-

chastic fluctuations in the labour force and creating a

basis for status and wealth accumulation is to make

larger households.105 In this way, fluctuations in the

labour force are smoothed by the intergenerational

structure of complex households. This scenario is also

consistent with Tripkovi}’s idea of household exten-

sion and continuity. 106 This means that the observed

patterns may reflect the underlying social process of

incipient ranking and social differentiation.107

GENERAL DISCUSSION 
AND CONCLUSION

In general, it can be concluded that there is no rea-

son to suspect that Vin~a house assemblages reflect

systemic inventories. This does not mean that all of the

inventories are de facto refuse or perfect reflections of

a systemic inventory. After all, there is no reason to

believe, a priori, that all Late Neolithic houses were

abandoned for the same reason and in the same man-

ner. What this paper claims is that not enough evidence

has been found so far that would justify the claim that

the particular house inventories analysed in this study

are not systemic. Moreover, it was demonstrated that

patterns of variation in household assemblages can be

meaningfully interpreted in social terms in the case of

Divostin.

If it is granted that, at least, assemblages from Divo-

stin, Opovo and Predionica are de facto refuse and do

reflect a systemic inventory, what are the implications

of this conclusion on scenarios of house abandonment

proposed by Chapman, Stevanovi} and Tringham? Does

this conclusion contradict the hypothesis that houses

were intentionally burnt? Not necessarily. It may be

consistent with deliberate house burning – inhabitants

might have simply left the entire inventory inside the

deliberately destroyed house. The house would have

“died” along with its contents. This could be a symbolic

statement, as well, just as Chapman hypothesised,

although in this scenario, it was made with an ordinary,

everyday assemblage. 

In the light of new theoretical and conceptual de-

velopments regarding the distinction between cultural

reason and practical reason, it is becoming apparent

that there is no sharp dichotomy between these two do-

mains.108 As Hutson and Stanton note109, practical logic

is best viewed as embedded within cultural logic. Further-

more, the two may, and often do, coincide – an action

may be both practical and have a unique culturally deter-

mined meaning at the same time. For these reasons, the

term de facto refuse may be ambiguous in the context of

the present research problem. In its most strict sense, de
facto refuse implies that it is a product of practical reason

– it is a refuse that was left behind for practical reasons

(e.g., to get away from a fire or a raid, to move to a new

location). However, in the context of this paper, the term

de facto refuse primarily means that the archaeological

house inventory is the reflection of the systemic inven-

tory, regardless of the reasons for its placement into the

house. This means that, in the technical sense, the every-

day household assemblage left inside the deliberately

burnt house as a kind of symbolic statement (e.g. as envi-

sioned by Chapman), would still be a de facto refuse. In

this way, the distinction between de facto refuse and struc-

tured deposition may be blurred, but this is of no relevan-

ce for the central question of whether house inventories

can be viewed as reflections of systemic inventories. 

Such a conclusion may seem to be anticlimactic,

but it should be emphasised that the purpose of this

paper was not to prove or disprove the hypothesis that

houses were burned intentionally, but to answer the

specific question of whether there are reasons to believe

that household pottery inventories from these particu-

lar Vin~a culture sites do not reflect systemic invento-

ries. Chapman presented many other lines of evidence

(burnt human and animal bodies inside houses, the

presence of altars and figurines), which make his hypo-

thesis of deliberate house burning in the Late Neolithic

and Early Copper Age compelling110, especially when

103 Chayanov 1986; Sahlins 1972.
104 Pauketat 1996.
105 Hammel 2005.
106 For a good theoretical discussion of household continuity

see Blanton 1995.
107 See Price and Feinman 1995; 2010; Wason 1994.
108 Chapman 2000b, 2000c; Hutson and Stanton 2007; Walker

2002; Wilk 1996.
109 Hutson and Stanton 2007, 141.
110 Chapman 1999.
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combined with research undertaken by Stevanovi}111.

However, this paper was not about the intentional

burning of houses, it was only about the claim that pot-

tery inventories from houses do not reflect systemic

assemblages. The burden of proof is always on the one

who makes the claim, so the fact that poor data and the

poor state of research of Vin~a sites do not allow the

structured deposition to be rejected conclusively can-

not be used as an argument in favour of the structured

deposition hypothesis. 
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Ostaci ku}a i ku}nih inventara predstavqaju veoma zna~aj-
nu klasu arheolo{kih podataka za rekonstrukciju razli-
~itih aspekata praistorijskih dru{tava. Wihov zna~aj je
posebno izra`en u arheologiji kasnog neolita na tlu Balka-
na. U tom kontekstu, kqu~ne su dve povezane hipoteze koje
su u velikoj meri uticale na istra`ivawa u ovoj oblasti:
1) hipoteza Mirjane Stevanovi} i Rut Tringam da su ku}e
spaqivane namerno, i 2) hipoteza Xona ^epmena da ku}ni
inventari kasnoneolitskih ku}a ne predstavqaju inventare
koji su bili u svakodnevnoj upotrebi (sistemski inventari),
ve} namenski skupqene i deponovane zbirke prilikom ritu-
alnog uni{tewa ku}e. Druga hipoteza zasniva se na ^epme-
novoj oceni da je broj posuda koje su prona|ene u kasnoneo-
litskim ku}ama iznena|uju}e velik. 

U ovom radu bi}e razmotrena ^epmenova hipoteza o
strukturisanoj depoziciji, tj. istra`iva~ko pitawe na ko-
je ovaj rad odgovara jeste: da li imamo razloga da verujemo da
inventari vin~anskih ku}a ne odra`avaju svakodnevne in-
ventare? Osnovna ideja je da se uspostave uporedni okviri
u odnosu na koje }e biti proceweno da li su vin~anski ke-
rami~ki inventari „neobi~ni“, tj. da li imamo razloga da
smatramo da se ne radi o zbirci posuda iz svakodnevne upo-
trebe. Prvi uporedni okvir jeste veli~ina inventara, tj.
ukupan broj posuda u ku}i. 

Da bi se odgovorilo na istra`iva~ko pitawe, raspon
veli~ina inventara vin~anskih ku}a upore|en je sa raspo-
nom inventara etnoarheolo{ki zabele`enih zbirki iz
razli~itih kultura. Drugi uporedni okvir jeste struktura
inventara, u smislu proporcionalne zastupqenosti funk-
cionalnih klasa. Postavqa se pitawe da li struktura ke-
rami~kih zbirki iz ku}a odgovara strukturi kerami~kih

zbirki iz kulturnog sloja kada se uzme u obzir prose~an
upotrebni vek za svaku funkcionalnu klasu.

Rezultati prve analize pokazuju da je veli~ina inventa-
ra vin~anskih ku}a u rasponu etnoarheolo{ki zabele`ene
varijacije. Rezultati druge analize ukazuju na to da postoji
dobra korespondencija izme|u strukture ku}nih inventara
i inventara iz kulturnog sloja, makar kada je re~ o boqe do-
kumentovanim lokalitetima poput Divostina i Opova.

S obzirom na to da rezultati obe analize sugeri{u da u
odnosu na dva pomenuta uporedna okvira nema razloga da se
sumwa u to da su vin~anski inventari mawe ili vi{e veran
odraz kerami~kih zbirki koje su bile u svakodnevnoj upotre-
bi, postavqa se pitawe kakvi su obrasci varijacije kvanti-
teta i strukture kerami~kih inventara u odnosu na neke dru-
ge atribute ku}nih ostataka, kao {to je, na primer, povr{ina
ku}e? Tako|e, postavqa se i pitawe interpretacije tih obra-
zaca u antropolo{kim terminima. Ustanovqeno je da na
lokalitetu Divostin postoji pozitivna korelacija izme|u
povr{ine ku}e i veli~ine kerami~kog inventara. Ovakav
obrazac mo`e se interpretirati kao posledica razlika koje
postoje izme|u ku}a u veli~ini doma}instva i u wihovom
dru{tvenom statusu. Ostaje nejasno da li su uo~ene razli-
ke efemerne prirode u jednom prete`no egalitarnom dru-
{tvu ili ukazuju na po~etak procesa u~vr{}ivawa nejedna-
kosti i pove}awa kompleksnosti vin~anskih dru{tava.

Op{ti zakqu~ak ove studije jeste to da, sa stanovi{ta
ovde kori{}enih uporednih okvira, nema razloga da se za-
kqu~i da su vin~anski kerami~ki inventari iz ku}a neo-
bi~ni, tj. da ne odra`avaju strukturu sistemskih inventara.
[tavi{e, obrascima varijacije ku}nih inventara mo`e se
dati specifi~na antropolo{ka interpretacija.

Kqu~ne re~i. – neolit, vin~anska kultura, formacioni procesi, ku}ni inventari.
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